Following tutorial 1 in chapter 10 in the textbook. Some help in the handouts at the help page.
I need a New Connection since I want to use Access.
Picked this database.
I am picking Donation2000.
Code written on Load.
New tutorial 3 in chapter 10.
Within Data Source click on this.
Note the tool bar using this approach.
The choice here makes a big impact - check out the options in the book.
Can change by simply changing a field, add by clicking the +, delete by clicking the x. The disk is where you do the update and save.
Dragging the fields over.
Changing to short format.
Way of changing query.
Right click.

TableAdapter Configuration Wizard

Enter a SQL Statement

The TableAdapter uses the data returned by this statement to fill its DataTable.

Type your SQL statement or use the Query Builder to construct it. What should be loaded into the table?

What data should be loaded into the table?

SELECT DName, DDirNo, DDateCont, DNameCont FROM Database2000 where DNameNo = '225'
Following tutorial 1 in chapter 10 in the textbook. Some help in the handouts at the help page.